
An Introduction: 
Play Buddy Training 



What is a Play Buddy?   

Have a think about what you think a Play 
Buddy does. 

When, during your school day, would a Play 
Buddy be important? 

What kind of person does a Play Buddy 
need to be? 



What is a Play Buddy?   

Play buddies have an important role in the 
school to support other children on the 
playground to play games, develop their 
friendship skills and create an active, 
safe, happy, and peaceful atmosphere 
during break and lunch times



Can you draw a picture of what you think a 
Play Buddy might look like?  

Label your picture with some of the 
important qualities a Play Buddy should 
have. 

For example: Kindness

Activity 1



Take a look at the 8 Jungle Leader cards 
on the next two slides. 

1. Can you sort them into good and bad 
leaders?

2. Can you explain to an adult why you 
think they are a good or bad leader? 

Activity 2







Activity 2 Answers

Gerry the Giraffe
Annie the Ant 
Dolly the Dolphin
Molly the Monkey

Ronnie the Rhino 
Ollie the Owl
Eddie the Elephant 
Gary the Gorilla



A Play Buddy can be a good leader by thinking 
about the following words:

● Safety
● Enjoyment 
● Friendliness 
● Helpfulness
● Teamwork 
● Tidiness 

Can you find any of these words in the word 
search on the next slide. Can you see any 
other words?

Activity 3



Activity 3

●Safety
●Enjoyment 
●Friendliness 
●Helpfulness
●Teamwork 
●Tidiness 



Create your own playground game!

As a Play Buddy your role is to help other 
children from your school play fun games 
during break and lunch times, such as Stuck 
in the Mud.

To make your game harder, easier or more 
fun, you can change your game by making the 
space bigger or smaller, adding more taggers, 
or changing/adding in more rules. 

Activity 4



1. Think of a game you would like to 
play during break or lunchtime.

2. Can you draw your game?

3. Can you think of a way you might 
change your game to make it more fun?

4. Can you play the game with the 
people at home? 

Activity 4



Tips to make your game easier, 
harder or just more fun

• Make the SPACE bigger or smaller

• Why not change the TASK by using different 
movements or the way you travel

• Try adding or swapping EQUIPMENT in your 
game

• Introduce your game to PEOPLE in your house, 
You could create a team or work with a 
partner



Can you tell an adult the answers to these questions?

1. If you see someone by themselves during break or 
lunch time, what can you do as a Play Buddy? 

2. If someone falls over and hurts themself, what 
can you do as a Play Buddy?

3.If you are using equipment such as hoops, cones or 
balls, what should you do at the end of playtime? 

4. What can you do to make a game more
fun?

Questions


